Stable isotope probing (SIP) has been used to track nutrient flows in microbial communities, but existing protein-based SIP methods capable of quantifying the degree of label incorporation into peptides and proteins have been demonstrated only by targeting usually less than 100 proteins per sample. Our method automatically (i) identifies the sequence of and (ii) quantifies the degree of heavy atom enrichment for thousands of proteins from microbial community proteome samples. These features make our method suitable for comparing isotopic differences between closely related protein sequences, and for detecting labeling patterns in low-abundance proteins or proteins derived from rare community members. The proteomic SIP method was validated using proteome samples of known stable isotope incorporation levels at 0.4%, ϳ50%, and ϳ98%. The method was then used to monitor incorporation of 15 N into established and regrowing microbial biofilms. The results indicate organism-specific migration patterns from established communities into regrowing communities and provide insights into metabolism during biofilm formation. The proteomic SIP method can be extended to many systems to track fluxes of 13 C or 15 
Stable isotope probing (SIP) has been used to track nutrient flows in microbial communities, but existing protein-based SIP methods capable of quantifying the degree of label incorporation into peptides and proteins have been demonstrated only by targeting usually less than 100 proteins per sample. Our method automatically (i) identifies the sequence of and (ii) quantifies the degree of heavy atom enrichment for thousands of proteins from microbial community proteome samples. These features make our method suitable for comparing isotopic differences between closely related protein sequences, and for detecting labeling patterns in low-abundance proteins or proteins derived from rare community members. The proteomic SIP method was validated using proteome samples of known stable isotope incorporation levels at 0.4%, ϳ50%, and ϳ98%. The method was then used to monitor incorporation of 15 N into established and regrowing microbial biofilms. The results indicate organism-specific migration patterns from established communities into regrowing communities and provide insights into metabolism during biofilm formation. The proteomic SIP method can be extended to many systems to track fluxes of 13 Nitrogen or carbon flows from 15 N-or 13 C-enriched substrates into the biomass of a microbial community can be traced by measuring the incorporation of these stable isotopes into biomarkers such as lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins. This technique, called stable isotope probing (SIP) 1 , has been used to elucidate metabolic activities in microbial communities (1) . The first example of SIP used lipids as the bio-marker (2) . A low level of 13 C incorporation in lipids can be determined by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, but it is generally difficult to link lipids to specific microorganisms. More commonly, DNAs or RNAs are used as the biomarkers for SIP analysis (3) . Isotopically labeled nucleic acids are separated from unlabeled nucleic acids using buoyant density gradient centrifugation. Analysis of the separated nucleic acids provides direct information about which microorganisms have incorporated the label. However, gradient centrifugation can only resolve nucleic acids with large differences in the degree of label incorporation. Recently a protein-based SIP method was developed that uses mass spectrometry (MS) to determine the extent of 13 C incorporation of peptides and proteins (4 -9) . Because the degree of label incorporation in proteins and peptides can be determined to high resolution by mass spectrometry, and as proteins and peptides contain sequence information that links each molecule to its organism of origin, protein-based SIP methods enable determination of low levels of isotope incorporation into microorganisms that can be resolved at the strain level.
Early protein SIP studies determined the 13 C atom% of up to 38 proteins from a single organism in a pure culture or an enrichment culture. Organisms studied included Methylibium petroleiphilum (8) and Aromatoleum aromaticum (4) . In both studies, proteins of unknown 13 C atom% were identified by matching their gel spots from two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to spots from unlabeled proteomes. The 13 C atom% was estimated using least-square fitting analysis of isotopic distributions of detected peptides. The measured 13 C atom% of a limited number of proteins allowed tracking of 13 C from a substrate into a species of interest, but this number of proteins is insufficient for intra-organismal, pathway-resolved comparisons of label incorporation dynamics. More recently, a new method based on peptide decimal place slope was developed for protein SIP (7, 8) . This method requires aggregation of at least 100 peptides for precise 13 C atom% estimation and allows estimation of aggregate 13 C atom% in an organism's proteome. However, it cannot resolve individual proteins' atom% or pathway-specific differences.
Here, we report a proteomic SIP method that can determine 15 N atom% of thousands of identified proteins from multiple strains and species in a model microbial community. Compared with the existing SIP methods, this new proteomic SIP method provides a deep coverage of strain-resolved data sets with variable extents of incorporation of 15 N/ 13 C. The approach provided new insights into the metabolic activity of established and regrowing multispecies biofilm communities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cultivation of Standard Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) Cultures at
Varying Known 15 N atom%-Mixed species chemoautotrophic acid mine drainage biofilms were cultivated aerobically at ϳ40°C in laboratory bioreactors essentially as previously described (10) , with the following modifications. The unlabeled standard culture was collected from a previously established biofilm grown in unlabeled medium. The ϳ50% 15 N-enriched standard culture was grown in a medium containing a mixture of 0.0677 g of Ͼ98 atom% ( 15 NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.0638 g of unlabeled (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 as the sole nitrogen source. The ϳ98% 15 N-enriched standard culture was grown in a medium containing Ͼ98 atom% ( 15 NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 as the sole nitrogen source. Spent medium (50 ml) containing planktonic cells from previous, isotopically unlabeled bioreactors served as an inoculum. Biofilm developed in the bioreactors and iron(II) was depleted in the growth medium in 10 days. Then the medium supply to the bioreactors were changed to a single-pass configuration, where the medium continuously flowed through bioreactors in a single pass from the fresh-medium reservoir to the waste at a flow rate between 0.5 and 1 ml/min. Biofilms were collected following 10 further days of culture. 15 N Stable Isotope Probing of the AMD Community's Development-An acid mine drainage (AMD) community culture was grown in a bioreactor for several months in unlabeled medium. A piece of the established but unlabeled biofilm was removed and the medium was switched to one containing ϳ98% 15 N (Ͼ98 atom% ( 15 NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 ). One hundred five hours later, a piece of the original established biofilm (sample A1) was collected from a previously undisturbed area and a piece of the nascent regrowing biofilm (B1) was collected from the previously cleared area. Two hundred seventy four hours later, a second piece of the established biofilm (A2) and a second piece of the regrowing biofilm (B2) were sampled.
Proteome Sample Preparation-Whole-cell lysates were extracted from the biofilm samples as described previously (11) . The proteins were denatured and reduced with 6 M guanidine and 10 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma Chemical Co.) at 60°C for 1 h. The samples were then diluted sixfold with 50 mM Tris, 10 mM CaCl 2 (pH 7.6), and sequencing grade trypsin was added at 1:100 (wt:wt). The first digestion was run overnight at 37°C and following adding additional trypsin, the second digestion was run for 5 h at 37°C. Finally, the samples were reduced with 20 mM dithiotreitol for 1 h at 60°C and desalted using C18 solid-phase extraction (Sep-Pak Plus, Waters, Milford, MA).
Two-dimensional Liquid Chromatography (LC)-Tandem MS (MS/ MS) Measurements-Samples were loaded offline onto a 5-cm-long 250-um-I.D. strong cation exchange back column (Luna, Phenomenex). The back column was connected to a 15-cm-long 100-um-I.D. C18 reverse-phase PicoFrit column (New Objective, Woburn, MA) and placed in-line with a U3000 quaternary HPLC (Dionex, San Francisco, CA). The two-dimensional LC separation was performed with 11 salt pulses. The first 10 salt pulses were followed by a 2-h reverse-phase elusion gradient from 0% solvent B to 50% and the last one by a 3-h gradient from 0% solvent B to 100%. The LC eluent was directly electrosprayed into the mass spectrometer with an ionization voltage of 4 kV. The AMD standard samples were analyzed using an LTQ-Orbitrap XL instrument in the following parameters: three data-dependent MS/MS scans following every full scan; MS/MS scans acquired in Orbitrap at resolution 7500 with two-microscan averaging; full scans acquired in Orbitrap at resolution 30,000 with two-microscan averaging; 35% normalized collision energy; Ϯ2.5 Da isola-tion window; dynamic exclusion enabled with a Ϯ3 Da exclusion window. The AMD standard samples were also analyzed using an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos instrument with identical configurations except for five data-dependent MS/MS scans following every full scan. The AMD regrowth SIP samples were analyzed using LTQ-Orbitrap Velos.
Peptide Identification and 15 N atom% Estimation-All LC-MS/MS data sets were converted from the Xcalibur Raw file format to the FT2 flat file format (12) using the Raxport program (Freely available at http://code.google.com/p/raxport/). The Sipros algorithm v1.0 (Freely available at http://code.google.com/p/sipros) was used to identify peptide sequences and quantify their 15 N atom%. The validation samples were searched against the core AMD database containing 15,983 protein sequences and their reverse sequences (11) (http:// compbio.ornl.gov/biofilm_amd/). False discovery rates of peptide identification were calculated based on the hits to reverse sequences as described (13) . The regrowth samples were searched against an updated and expanded AMD database containing 57,001 protein sequences that include actinobacterial, viral, and archaeal Richmond Mine acidophilic nanoorganisms (ARMAN)-derived proteins. The computation was performed on a 512-core Linux cluster (AMD Opteron processor, RAID protected NFS cluster storage and Infini-Band data network). Every LC-MS/MS data set was searched using 101 parallel threads spawned on a cluster. Each thread searched the database at a given 15 N atom% ranging from 0% to 100% with a 1% interval. Peptides were predicted from protein sequences using the following trypsin cleavage rules: cleavage following residues K and R; up to two missed cleavage sites in a peptide; and specific tryptic cleavages at both termini. Candidate peptides for an MS/MS spectrum were found by using seven parent mass windows to filter predicted peptides based on their calculated most abundant masses. Let P be the parent mass of a spectrum and the seven parent mass windows of size Ϯ0.04 Da were centered at P, P Ϯ 1.0087 Da, P Ϯ 2.0174 Da, and P Ϯ 3.0261 Da to accommodate the so-called 1-Da ambiguity in correlating parent ion masses with calculated most abundant isotopic masses. A theoretical MS/MS spectrum was then reconstructed for every candidate peptide and matched to the experimental MS/MS spectrum. All residues in a peptide were assumed to have the same 15 N atom% for calculating expected isotopic distributions of y and b ions. The observed y and b ions were scored by their mass accuracy and goodness of fit between their expected isotopic distributions and their observed ones (12) and the candidate peptide's score is the sum of its y and b ions' scores. The output from all 15 N atom% searches was aggregated and peptide identifications were filtered using a score cutoff of 25.
Protein Identification and 15 N Atom% Estimation-Identified peptides were assigned to proteins based on their amino acid sequences. Peptides belonging to a protein were then clustered by their 15 N atom% into isotopologue groups using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. The clustering started by putting every peptide in a separate cluster and iterated between merging the two closest clusters into a new cluster and calculating new distances between every pair of clusters. The distance between two clusters was defined as the difference between the average peptide 15 N atom% of the two clusters. The iteration continued until the distance between the closest clusters was above 20%. Clusters containing only one peptide were discarded as outliers because of the high false discovery rate for proteins identified based on a single peptide. The standard deviation of peptide 15 N atom% in every cluster was calculated and clusters with a standard deviation greater than 10% were filtered out. Remaining clusters were considered to represent separate isotopologues of the protein at different protein 15 N atom%. To identify redundant protein identifications, the peptide sets of every two proteins were compared. Protein isotopologues with identical sets of peptides were grouped together and proteins whose peptide sets are strict subsets of other proteins' peptide sets were removed. The resultant lists of proteins were referred to as nonredundant protein identifications.
Protein Quantification Using ProRata-For proteins identified with multiple 15 N atom%, the abundance ratio between two isotopologues of a protein was estimated using the ProRata program that was originally developed for quantitative proteomics based on stable isotope labeling (14, 15) . The ProRata program is freely available at http://code.google.com/p/prorata/. Although in quantitative proteomics samples proteins generally have two uniform 15 N atom% (a natural 15 N atom% and a known high 15 N atom%), in SIP samples proteins may have a wide range of 15 N atom%. As a result, the 15 N atom% configuration of ProRata was customized for every two isotopologues of each protein. Selected ion chromatograms of identified peptides were extracted with the two 15 N atom% of the two isotopologues under comparison. The selected ion chromatograms were used to estimate the peptides' abundance ratios with principal component analysis (15) , which were used to estimate the abundance ratio and its confidence interval between the two isotopologues of a protein with maximum likelihood estimation (14) .
Pathway-specific Analysis of Protein Isotopologue Abundance Patterns-The KEGG automated annotation server (http://www. genome.jp/tools/kaas/) (16) was used to place proteins in the AMD proteomics database into KEGG orthologies using the single-directional best-hit option. Abundance ratios of protein isotopologues with less than 15 atom% 15 N label incorporation to isotopologues with greater than 85 atom% 15 N incorporation were used to color the KEGG Pathway maps using the KEGG API and custom scripts with green representing proteins whose light isotopologue was more abundant than the heavy isotopologue, and red for the opposite case. Proteins for which only one isotopologue was detected were assumed to have log 2 isotopologue abundance ratios of Ϯ 10.
RESULTS
Validation of the Proteomic SIP Method Using Proteome
Samples of Known 15 N Atom%-The proteomic SIP method was validated using laboratory grown microbial communities derived from an acid mine drainage (AMD) system previously extensively studied by proteomics (10, 11, 17, 18) . In the natural system, these extremophilic communities grow on the surface of highly acidic and metal-rich solutions (pH ϳ0.8 and near-molar [Fe 2ϩ ]) and harvest energy from pyrite oxidization. Despite the harsh conditions, the community has a primary productivity of ϳ0.5 g C m 2 /day, comparable to many terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (10) . The AMD community has been established as a model microbial community for metagenomic (19) , community proteomic, and ecological studies (18) .
In the current study, three AMD biofilms were grown in laboratory bioreactors in which nitrogen was solely supplied as ammonium with either 0.4 atom% 15 N (natural abundance), ϳ50 atom% 15 N, or ϳ98 atom% 15 N. For the latter two conditions, uncertainty in the 15 N atoms% of ammonium supplied in the medium stems mostly from uncertainty in the isotopic purity of enriched ( 15 NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 ) purchased from our supplier, which is rated as "Ͼ98" atom% 15 N. (Medium with ϳ50 atom% 15 N was prepared by weighing labeled and unlabeled ammonium sulfate on an analytical balance and is precise to three decimal places.) Biofilms were grown over a 3-week period from an inoculum of low concentrations of planktonic cells with constant medium composition. All pro-teins in each biofilm should have approximately the same 15 N atom% as the 15 N atom% of the ammonium used in the growth medium as the nitrogen source.
Proteomes were digested by trypsin and analyzed using 24-hour two-dimensional liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (two-dimensional-LC MS/MS) (20) . In these validation experiments, we used both an LTQ Orbitrap XL instrument (21) and an LTQ Orbitrap Velos instrument (22) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to investigate the effects of instrument types on the number and false discovery rate of protein identifications. High-resolution MS/MS scans were obtained from both instruments (Fig. 1A ). The isolation window was set to be Ϯ2.5 Da wide to include most of the high-intensity isotopic peaks of peptides at varying 15 Overview of the proteomic SIP method. A, High-resolution MS 2 spectrum from a shotgun proteomics measurement. The fragment ions have fully resolved isotopic distributions. B,The MS 2 spectrum was matched to theoretical spectra reconstructed using predicted peptide sequences and varying 15 N atom%. The optimum match to this spectrum was peptide MEGSNMTMTLAPATTQAK at 49% 15 N atom%. C, 15 N atom% of peptides belonging to a protein was clustered into two separate isotopologues of the protein. The abundance ratio between the two isotopologues was estimated from full-scan data using the ProRata program.
Supplemental Fig. S1 . A free open-source algorithm, Sipros, was developed to search the MS/MS data against a protein sequence database at a range of possible isotopic enrichment percentages. The algorithm was released at http://code. google.com/p/sipros/. Sipros built a theoretical spectrum for every tryptic peptide predicted from protein sequences at every 15 N atom% from 0% to 100% at 1% intervals ( Fig. 1B) . Experimental spectra were searched against all these theoretical spectra to identify both peptides' sequences and their 15 N atom%. On average it consumed ϳ2000 processor hours (i.e. ϳ20 h wall-clock time using 101 AMD Opteron processors) to process a 24-hour two-dimensional-LC MS/MS data set.
The 15 N atom% values of proteins were estimated from the 15 N atom% of their constituent peptides. In a SIP experiment, a protein may have multiple isotopologues at distinct 15 N atom%. Peptides with similar 15 N atom% were grouped together using a hierarchical clustering algorithm (Fig. 1C) . A cluster containing more than two peptides of similar 15 N atom% was considered representing an isotopologue of the protein. The unsupervised clustering method allowed automated identification of an unknown number of distinct 15 N isotopologues of a protein in a proteome. To remove redundant protein identifications that share nonunique peptides, protein identifications with identical sets of peptides were grouped together and proteins whose peptide sets are strict subsets of another protein's peptide set were removed. The remaining identifications were called nonredundant protein identifications. Finally, if a protein had two distinct 15 N isotopologues, the abundance ratios for isotopologue pairs were estimated from selected ion chromatograms of their constituent peptides using the ProRata program (14, 15) .
Overall, many nonredundant proteins were identified at low false discovery rates (Ͻ 2%) from six members of the AMD community in all three validation samples ( Fig. 2 and supplemental Table 1 ). Estimated 15 N atom% of proteins agreed well with the experimentally imposed 15 N abundances ( Figs. 2A and 2B ). Because the LTQ Orbitrap Velos scanned almost twice as fast as LTQ Orbitrap XL, many more proteins were identified with this instrument, and it was used exclusively for subsequent experiments. However, the data in supplemental Table 1 shows that the Sipros technique is still effective on an LTQ Orbitrap XL. Among the three validation samples, the 50% labeled sample had the lowest numbers of identified proteins, highest false discovery rates, and lowest 15 N atom% precision (Fig. 2C ). This was expected because peptides of 50% 15 N atom% have more complex isotopic packets than packets for peptides at other 15 N atom%. In summary, this analysis showed that the new method can confidently identify thousands of proteins of varying 15 N atom% and accurately estimate their 15 N atom%.
Proteomic SIP During Recolonization and Regrowth of Laboratory AMD Communities
Labeling Patterns Reveal Cell Migration-AMD biofilms grow on the surface of streams and pools and are periodically removed by floods or other natural events. The community then recolonizes the cleared space and develops into thick mature biofilms (11, 23) . The proteomic SIP method was used to study the development of the AMD community to provide biological insight into the colonization process. This analysis used multispecies biofilms grown in laboratory bioreactors. Similar communities were shown previously to closely replicate natural communities, both in terms of membership and activity (10) .
In the experiment, we grew the community in laboratory bioreactors supplied with natural abundance 15 moved a piece of unlabeled biofilm and simultaneously switched to a medium containing ϳ98% 15 N (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). One hundred five hours later we sampled both the original established (sample A1) and nascent regrowing (B1) biofilms. This procedure was repeated 274 h later (yielding sample A2 from the original biofilm, and sample B2 from the second regrowth of the biofilm). From 1814 to 2407 nonredundant proteins were identified from each of these samples using LTQ Orbitrap Velos (supplemental Table 2 ). The most highly represented organism in all samples was Leptospirillum group III, for which 1200 proteins were detected in one or more of the four samples (ϳ45% of the predicted proteins) (24) . Fig. 3B shows the microorganismresolved distributions of the unlabeled (Ͻ5% 15 N atom %) and labeled proteins (Ͼ80% 15 N atom %) in the four samples.
Proteins uniquely assignable to 10 different Bacteria and Archaea and two virus populations were identified. Fig. 3A shows the extent of 15 N atom% labeling in proteins across the proteomes. Most proteins in all four samples were either unlabeled (Ͻ5% 15 N atom %) or highly labeled (Ͼ80% 15 N atom %). Most proteins in the established biofilm samples remained unlabeled following the medium switch. In the regrowing biofilm samples, there were both labeled and unlabeled proteins.
It was intriguing that biofilm regrowing in a ϳ98% 15 N medium contained significant numbers and amounts of unlabeled proteins (Fig. 3) . Three distinct scenarios could explain the presence of unlabeled proteins in the regrowing biofilm. First, the unlabeled proteins could have originated by carryover contamination, i.e. inadvertent inclusion of some estab- ). An alternate scenario is that small-molecule sources of organic nitrogen were trafficked between the established and regrowing biofilms, i.e. spatially separated isotopic recycling. The 14 N would mix with 15 N from the medium at the level of de novo amino acid biosynthesis, and the mixed nitrogen pool would result in the biosynthesis of proteins with intermediate labeling percentages. The data in Fig. 3A discounts this scenario; only highly unlabeled or highly labeled proteins were detected. The final scenario, consistent with Fig. 3 , is that whole cells (and their unlabeled proteomes) migrated into the regrowing biofilm. The distinct organismal distributions of unlabeled proteins in regrowing versus established biofilms is indicative of selective migration of certain species into the regrowing biofilm. We cannot exclude the possibility subsequently to or in tandem with cell migration, isotope recycling processes such as protein turnover also contribute to the observed data, but as shown in Supplemental Fig. S2 , near the time of 15 N addition to the bioreactor, biofilm was completely excised from the region in which regrowing biofilm subsequently appeared.
Many proteins were identified as two distinct 15 N isotopologues. The abundance ratios of the unlabeled and labeled isotopologues were estimated (supplemental Table 3 ). Fig. 3C shows the distributions of protein abundance ratios by microorganisms. Unlabeled isotopologues dominated in the established biofilm samples (Figs. 3A and 3C), demonstrating very slow rates of 15 NH 4 ϩ incorporation into proteins. This finding demonstrates, for the first time, low de novo protein synthesis from NH 4 ϩ in these mature communities. In the regrowing biofilm samples, the labeled isotopologues of proteins were more abundant than the unlabeled isotopologues. The detection of labeled proteins indicated significant uptake of 15 NH 4 ϩ for new protein biosynthesis.
Labeling Patterns of Dominant Community Members-As shown in Fig. 4 , the majority of labeled proteins in the regrowing biofilm derive from Leptospirillum Group III, especially in Sample B1. 234 Leptospirillum Group III proteins were identified only in the early regrowth sample (B1), and all of these were completely 15 N labeled (see proteins highlighted by a red bar in the first panel of Fig. 4) . We attribute the identification of these proteins to a combination of the high abundance of this organism, which enabled deep proteome sampling, and broad metabolic activity associated with extensive cell division and growth. Of these 234 proteins, 28% (66 proteins) had no annotated function, but proteins with no annotated function comprised just 12% of Leptospirillum group III proteins identified across all samples. This difference is statistically significant (Fisher's two-tailed exact test, p ϭ 2.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 ), and may indicate that biological processes required for early biofilm colonization are largely uncharacterized.
We mapped protein isotope composition information onto biochemical pathways to seek evidence for either rapid turnover of specific proteins or up-regulation of entire pathways. The analysis results are shown in Supplemental Appendix 1.
In some pathways, such as the reductive TCA cycle (Fig. 5A) , isotopologue abundance varied widely among member proteins, indicating 15 N incorporation levels were determined primarily by protein-specific turnover rates. However, for other pathways, labeling patterns were broadly consistent among member proteins. Examples include large ribosomal subunit proteins (Fig. 5B) , the pyruvate metabolic pathway and chemotaxis and heme and cobalamin biosynthesis during early regrowth (Sample B1, as shown in Supplemental Appendix 1). This suggests that these specific functionalities were up-regulated in the early regrowth biofilm (sample B1) .
Surprisingly, the later regrowth biofilm sample (B2) contained many unlabeled Leptospirillum Group III proteins. As noted above, this finding is attributed to immigration from the pre-existing biofilm. Proteins in sample B2 that are predominantly unlabeled must be expressed in migrating cells and must also not be highly expressed in cells involved in de novo biosynthesis and growth in the re-growing biofilm. For example, in Leptospirillum group III, aminoacyl tRNA synthetases were significantly overrepresented in unlabeled proteins in B2 as compared with labeled proteins in B2 (Fisher two-sided exact test, p ϭ 2.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ), indicating that large amounts of these proteins were carried into the sample by Leptospirillum Group III cells migrating from already-established, 14 N-rich regions of the biofilm. A large role for late immigration could not have been predicted without dynamic labeling experiments, which are rarely conducted in studies of complex, multispecies microbial communities. Notably, despite evidence for migration, we do not identify both isotopologues for many abundant proteins. There are Leptospirillum Group III proteins in the late regrowth (B2) biofilm that are predominantly unlabeled for which strongly labeled versions were identified in the early regrowth stage. We suggest that these may be slow turnover proteins that are much more important to Leptospirillum living in mature biofilms and the high abundance of unlabeled isotopologues masks the signal from newly biosynthesized ones.
In contrast to Samples B1 and B2 of the regrowing biofilm, samples A1 and A2 from established biofilm had low numbers of 15 N-enriched isotopologues and low abundance ratios of 15 N isotopologues to natural isotopologues. These observations indicate that most proteins had not turned over on the time scale of the experiment, more than 300 h. However, a small subset of labeled proteins were detected in established biofilms, which (i) demonstrates that de novo amino acid biosynthesis was occurring in established biofilms, and (ii) suggests that these labeled proteins have unusually short half-lives. In the UBA and 5wayCG Leptospirillum Group II proteomes, a predicted cytochrome (UBA_LeptoII_Scaffold_ 8062_GENE_147 # Locus_tag: UBAL2_80620147 # Function: Probable cytochrome c, class I) was the sole protein for which the 15 N-rich isotopologue was more abundant than its 14 Nlabeled counterpart in both A1 and A2. In Leptospirillum Group III, seven proteins of various functions and activities met this criterion. These proteins share no common function. We infer that their high level of labeling indicates rapid turnover because of exposure to the extracellular environment.
Notably, the Archaeal G-, A-, and E-plasma, Ferroplasma I and Ferroplasma II proteins were mostly unlabeled in samples A1, A2, and B2, and very few Archaeal proteins were identified in sample B1. The dearth of unlabeled Archaeal proteins in sample B1 and their presence in sample B2 (Fig. 3B) suggests that Archaea migrate into developmentally mature biofilms. Previous studies found a higher Archaeal species abundance in more mature compared with newly formed biofilms (18, 23, 25) . The protein SIP results indicate this may be primarily because of immigration rather than in situ cell division follow-ing migration of a few colonists. Given results documenting both early and late Bacterial migration, the results also demonstrate that migration preferences of species changes as biofilms developed.
Labeling Patterns of Rare Community Members-Proteins encoded by viruses and unclassified genome fragments and other nonunique proteins were categorized as "Others" in Fig.  3B . It is interesting that this group includes 12 proteins from the bacteriophage AMDV1. This phage is known to replicate in Leptospirillum but has not been detected as a prophage. In both established biofilms samples all phage proteins were unlabeled whereas in sample B1 the viral proteins were either almost completely labeled or occurred exclusively as the labeled isotopologue. In sample B2, we detected a mixture of unlabeled and essentially completely labeled AMDV1 proteins. In contrast, the single protein from an Archaeal virus that was detected in A2 and B2 occurred exclusively in the unlabeled form. The observed labeling patterns are consistent with the labeling patterns of the hosts in which the viruses replicate ( Fig. 3B) . Thus, the labeling results indicate that detected viral proteins were synthesized in Bacterial and Archaeal host cells close to the time of sampling.
Actinobacteria are low-abundance members of acid mine drainage consortia from the Richmond Mine. We detected between 4 and 12 actinobacterial proteins in the four samples A1, A2, B1, and B2. In B2, both highly labeled and unlabeled isotopologues of an actinobacterial GroEL protein (UNLA1_11998005 # Function: COG0459 Chaperonin GroEL) were detected. Quantification by ProRata revealed that the 15 N-labeled isotopologue was nine times more abundant than the unlabeled isotopologue, showing that actinobacteria were actively metabolizing nitrogen and/or synthesizing protein during our experiment. Several other 15 N-labeled isotopologues of Actinobacterial proteins were also detected in samples B1 and B2, supporting this finding.
Nanoarchaea of the ARMAN lineage are recently discovered, low-abundance members of the AMD community (26) . Detected ARMAN proteins were exclusively in the unlabeled state. Only 7 of the 33 proteins identified had no assigned function and those with functional annotations were largely associated with metabolism, growth, or defense mechanisms. ARMAN lineages are highly divergent relative to other Archaea and little is known about their physiology, despite the availability of three near-complete genome sequences (27) . Some genome features suggest that they are heterotrophs. Three-dimensional cryogenic electron tomographic imaging has documented intimate cytoplasmic connections between the cells and coexisting Thermoplasmatales lineage Archaea (27) , although the nature of the association is unknown. The finding that ARMAN nanoarchaea did not take up ammonium during the experiment indicates that either the cells are inactive at the time scales of our experiment or that they derive their nitrogen from unlabeled sources, probably coexisting Archaea. Importantly, however, ARMAN proteins detected in the 15 N-enriched validation samples (Fig. 2) were labeled at enrichment ratios of 95.5 atom% (ARMAN proteins in the Ͼ98% 15 N validation sample) and between 10 and 49 atom% (50 atom% 15 N validation sample), showing that ARMAN can be metabolically active in laboratory-grown whole-community biofilms.
DISCUSSION
Comparison of Proteomic SIP to the Existing SIP Methods-The proteomic SIP method is enabled by a novel approach for peptide identification and 15 N atom% estimation from high-resolution MS/MS spectra using the Sipros algorithm. Conventionally, the extent of stable isotope incorporation in a known peptide can be estimated by comparing its measured isotopic distribution to a series of expected isotopic distributions calculated at different atom% of a stable isotope (28) . This has been used for protein turnover ratio analysis (29) , protein assay prior to NMR analysis (30) , and protein-based SIP (4). More recently, a new method based on decimal place slope was developed for 13 C atom% estimation (7) . Because the difference between 12 C and 13 C is 1.003355 Da, a peptide with higher 13 C atom% has a higher slope for the digits in the third and fourth place following the decimal point. Because it is challenging to achieve such an accurate mass measurement on every peptide, at least 100 peptides were required for accurate 13 C atom% estimation. Therefore, unlike the conventional method or our new method, the decimal place slope method cannot provide accurate 13 C atom% estimation for individual proteins.
Our method based on the Sipros algorithm offers two advantages over the existing methods. First, existing methods require an offline procedure to identify the sequence of peptides with variable label incorporation. For example, the original protein-SIP method requires a parallel two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of an unlabeled proteome with the SIP proteome sample for protein identification. This limits the throughput of the analysis. Our method performs peptide identification and 13 C/ 15 N atom% estimation in a single measurement in a fully automated manner. Second, to estimate 13 C/ 15 N atom%, the existing methods use isotopic distributions of intact peptides in MS1 scans, whereas Sipros uses isotopic distribution of peptide fragments in MS2 scans. Because many peptides that are barely detectable in MS1 scans can yield high-quality MS2 scans, Sipros should be able to provide accurate estimations of 15 N atom% for many lowabundance peptides. Because the 13 C/ 15 N atom% of a peptide is estimated based on isotopic distributions of multiple fragment ions rather than a single isotopic distribution of the parent ion, the estimation should be more robust to random noise interference. The two advantages of our method allowed identification of thousands of partially labeled proteins and quantification of their 15 N atom% and relative abundances in a natural microbial community. This represents a significant methodology improvement from previous studies in which the 13 C atom% of up to only 38 proteins were determined from a single organism in a pure culture or an enrichment culture (4 -6, 9) .
Although the existing SIP methods focus on tracking isotope flows between microorganisms based on the analysis of a small set of DNAs, RNAs, proteins, or lipids, the proteomic SIP method allows system-level functional analysis of microorganisms involved in the isotope transfer using a large number of identified proteins. In a perspective article on SIP (1), Dumont and Murrell envisioned the emergence of genomic SIP and transcriptomic SIP in which 13 C enriched DNAs and RNAs are isolated and sequenced and the biological insights that these potential methods can provide. We believe proteomic SIP is the first method that demonstrated the potential of combining the high-throughput proteomics technology with the SIP technique.
Application of Proteomic SIP to Complex Communities-The study demonstrates that the proteomic SIP method is able to identify proteins from Bacteria, Archaea, and viruses in natural communities at the strain level and to characterize subpopulations that differ in the extent of their isotopic labeling. We unexpectedly observed labeling patterns indicative of cell migration into regrowing regions of biofilm, illustrating that our method is useful for the study of complex biological phenomena. In established biofilms, most proteins had very little 15 N incorporation over the time scale of the experiment. We suspect this indicates very low protein turnover rates in the mature biofilms, but cannot exclude the possibility that proteins are recycled to their constitutent amino acids rapidly but de novo rates of amino acid biosynthesis from NH 4 ϩ are near-zero. Future studies over longer time periods and using additional isotopes, could lead to better assessment of protein turnover rates and further deconvolution of the mixed effects of protein turnover and cell migration that we observe here.
Using our SIP proteomic methods, it is possible to identify and assess the extent of labeling of proteins from rare members of microbial consortia, as was demonstrated for actinobacterial, ARMAN-derived, and viral proteins. Quantitative labeling information can be extracted even though proteomes are shallowly sampled and peptide coverage of individual proteins is very poor. Thus, the approach can be used to demonstrate activity of rare members and to quantify flows of nitrogen and, by extension, carbon in more complex communities.
The AMD community was studied here as a model system for proof of principle of the high-throughput proteomic SIP method. Several prerequisites are required before applying proteomic SIP to other systems. First, whole-community cultivation must be available so that significant levels of heavy isotope incorporation can be achieved in coexisting organisms under biologically relevant conditions. Second, high quality metagenomic databases should be available for the community of interest so that protein sequence databases can be constructed. Although protein identification can be achieved using isolate genome sequences, missing strainspecific candidate peptide sequences will lower protein identification rates and potentially introduce biases. With recent technology advances, more and more communities are now amenable to comprehensive proteogenomics analysis (31) . Provided these challenges can be addressed, the proteomic SIP method will be broadly applicable to communities that comprise more member species than found in the AMD community.
A particular strength of the two-dimensional-LC MS/MSbased SIP method is that many proteins from closely related strains and species can be differentiated, so long as singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that differentiate the proteins result in mass shifts in identified tryptic peptides. This is in contrast to approaches that rely on differences in gel migration rates that are unlikely to be sensitive to SNPs and strain-level variation. In the AMD community, approximately half of the protein identifications from the Leptospirillum Group II species can be uniquely attributed to one of the species' two substrains (0.3% difference in 16S rRNA gene sequences). Therefore, we expect that many identified proteins from a complex community could be uniquely assigned at the species or strain level. As community complexity increases, fewer pathways will be sampled sufficiently for detailed analysis at the strain level and most organisms may only be amenable to species-level analysis of overall activity levels.
Proteomic SIP is enabled by high-performance computing. More complex communities will require more computing time for Sipros data analysis. The computing time increases linearly with the number of MS/MS spectra and the number of proteins in the metagenomic database. In this study, it took ϳ20 h using 101 processors in a cluster to search ϳ10 5 MS/MS spectra in a validation data set against a protein database comprising 31,966 sequences. The data can also be processed using 101 virtual machines instantiated in a commercial cloud, which would cost approximately $340 using the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud at the present unit price of $0.17 per hour for high-CPU on-demand instances. The computing time and cost for processing data from a complex community would increase in proportion to the size of the community metagenomic data set. However, the computing cost may still be a fraction of the experimental cost of a proteomic SIP study.
